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Abstract. Nowadays people live in the deluge of information. Although dis-
semination of information, people wander in excessive alternatives while they
make decisions. This study deals with degree how well users can access and
control the products or services, namely levels of users’ functional intervention.
To demonstrate correlation between situational confusion and levels of users’
functional intervention, we examine related work such as multiple tasks, auto-
mation and cognitive load. We consider levels of users’ functional intervention
as a criterion to find an effective way to reduce mistakes from cognitive load.
The conceptual model between levels of users’ functional intervention and
cognitive load is established, and then we propose an experimental design and
present a method to elicit the optimal level of functional intervention that
generates minimum cognitive load.
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1 Introduction

There are many mistakes on users’ decision-making, but people still blame human
negligence. When human interpret information via their own information processing
systems, there are always vulnerabilities on decision-making because mental resources
are limited. As the mobile computing environment became more complex, information
surrounding the mobile ecosystem has been also complicated. However, such infor-
mation enrichment does not always trigger good effects. This contextual complexity
brings the diversification of optional alternatives users have, and users can control their
context more specifically than they used to do before. However it does not stand for
increase of accessibility. Users’ confusion had increased because it is hard for them to
know exactly what to control. It is necessary to provide the proper level of control
authority to users performing multiple tasks. Therefore, the levels of users’ functional
intervention are crucial factors at stake on present overcomplicated point. We intend to
provide the theoretical basis in this study. Through the following sections, we will
discuss why human can commit mistakes and how to decrease such cognitive load that
users can make lesser mistakes. We will take a look into the doubtable probability
about the technological improvement may influence negative effects to users.
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2 Related Work

This chapter indicates theoretical factors which influence to users’ performance in the
complicated context. The performance resource function is investigated as an ascer-
tainable way to reveal effects on users’ multiple tasks. Automation and users’ func-
tional intervention are examined to check whether providing partial assistance to users
performing multiple tasks is useful or not. The cognitive load is also considered in
order that we can estimate which factors cause excessive mental efforts and know how
to reduce it.

2.1 Effects of Multiple Tasks

Users can perform more than two tasks simultaneously through their own time-sharing
mechanism. When users carry out multiple tasks, they share their time with other tasks
while they do the primary task. There are two factors affecting time-sharing, those are
effort and difficulty. In the performance resource function [1], efforts determine the
amount of mental resources those ought to be allocated, and the difficulty determines
output performance from certain invested resource.

There are two types of tasks; depending on the way of tasks are operated [2].
Resource-limited task is the one that changes its performance when the invested
resources increase or decrease. On the other hand, performance of data-limited task is
unchanged despite change of invested resources. Resource-limited and data-limited
tasks are divided in view of difficulty. If the task requires whole amount of users’
resource to achieve 100 % of performance, it is resource-limited. Otherwise, if the task
can be achieved by just a little bit of resource, it is data-limited. Because not every task
is data-limited, performance of multiple tasks is declined by difficulty of tasks.

2.2 Automation and Users’ Functional Intervention

The more tasks are multiple, the less resource is allocated for each task. Users’
per-forming multiple tasks also cannot control every function organizing those tasks.
Thus an adjustment of levels of the functional intervention has the same way of partial
automation of system.

During multiple tasks, automation is considered as a way of supporting the main
task [3]. For instance, an automated display offsets the human cognitive load by pre-
dicting task procedure and printing out associated information to users [4, 5]. There-
fore, the performance of multiple tasks is able to be enhanced by applying partial
automation effectively through assigning the appropriate level of functional
intervention.

2.3 Cognitive Load

Cognitive load refers to cognitive demand on users’ problem solving process. [6]
Cognitive resource is the certain cognitive capacity of each individual. According
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to difficulty or familiarity of which the tasks have, requirements of cognitive load differ
from task by task. If cognitive load is greater than cognitive resources, information
ought to be processed goes beyond the bound of the capacity of working memory.
Cognitive overload is emerged in this procedure.

There are 3 types of cognitive load. Intrinsic cognitive load is caused by difficulty
and complexity of task itself. Extraneous cognitive load means unnecessary cognitive
load. Germane cognitive load is mental effort to integrate newly obtained information
into exist knowledge system of which users already own. Excluding extraneous cog-
nitive load, the rest 2 kinds of cognitive load work as necessary components during
problem solving. If extraneous cognitive load is reduced, users can secure extra cog-
nitive resource. Thus, it would rather to be more reasonable to get rid of extraneous
cognitive load in order to decrease total mental effort.

3 Development of a Research Framework

3.1 Research Question

We assume that required resources will be reduced as levels of users’ functional
intervention change. The optimal level of functional intervention can attain perfect
time-sharing while users perform multiple tasks. Thus, a research framework is
established as shown in Fig. 1. Levels of functional intervention are designated as
independent variable to observe their effect on multiple tasks. Cognitive load, influ-
enced by levels of functional intervention, is designated as dependent variables. Partial
automation that mediates the intensity of leverage between those two variables is
designated as moderating variable.

Although providing a partially automated assistance is helpful for users to reduce
required resources, assigning whole decisions on alternative matters to an automated
system does not ensure the optimal result. For instance, when levels of functional
intervention are too detailed, it causes too much cognitive load that users can not finish

Environment Demanding Multiple Tasks

Levels of Functional 
Intervention

Cognitive Load

Partial Automation

Fig. 1. Conceptual model of a research framework
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their tasks in time. Whereas, when the levels are too plain, users shall have difficulty to
obtain what they intended.

How can we elicit the optimal level of users’ functional intervention? The optimal
level generates minimum cognitive load and let users operate multiple tasks smoothly.
Through the following sections, an experimental design is proposed to elicit the
optimal level of functional intervention that generates minimum cognitive load.

3.2 Proposal of an Experimental Design

The procedure of the experiment is shown in Fig. 2. Participants are required to
perform a wayfinding task by taking a mobile map application. The task is limited to
recognize one’s current location and path to go. Meanwhile, participants may receive
some assistance from the system or not. Factors which influence to difficulty of tasks
are discussed in the next paragraph.

Levels of functional intervention are assigned to each participant differentially as
shown in Table 1. Participants are divided into six groups depending on levels of
functional intervention that assigned to them. Each level consists of functional com-
binations to give participants partial assistants differentially. Difficulty of tasks is
contingent on how many functions are automated to help participants performing their
tasks.

Assigning 
levels of 

functional 
intervention

Performing 
task;

reaching to a 
destination

Measurement 
of cognitive 

load

Elicitation of 
the optimal 

level of users' 
functional 

intervention

Fig. 2. Experiment procedure

Table 1. Levels of functional intervention and functional compositions

GPS Compass Path aid

1 Off Off Off
2 On Off Off
3 On On Off
4 Off Off On
5 On Off On
6 On On On
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To verify an obvious causal relationship between levels of users’ functional inter-
vention and cognitive load, exogenous variables are regulated through bringing changes
only in levels of users’ functional intervention. We intend to demonstrate changes of
cognitive load while levels of users’ functional intervention vary with the details.

Measurement of cognitive load proceeds simultaneously while participants perform
their tasks. There have been many attempts to measure the cognitive load in multidi-
rectional aspects. Indirect methods such as measuring heart rate or pupil dilation and
direct methods such as measuring brain activities are possible. In spite of diversity of
methods, the dual-task measurement is meant to be a better way than others in terms of
its direct and suitable attribute for measuring the extraneous cognitive load [7]. Based
on the measurement, the optimal level of users’ functional intervention is found out
when the generated cognitive load is a minimum.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

In this study, we investigated the effects of levels of users’ functional intervention on
cognitive load. To reveal the relation between them, we examined theoretical back-
grounds and developed conceptual model based on those studies. We intended to
establish the basis of the different approach to reducing cognitive load. Therefore, we
anticipate that the conceptual model established in this study will be a help to planning
user oriented design. Henceforth, the actual experiment will be conducted, so that the
validity of established conceptual model will be obtained. It seems that this study can
be expanded to contiguous areas such as automation or concise design.
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